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Executive Summary 

The FAO SLM-GEF project conducted a rapid assessment to identify immediate barriers and 

challenges of rural smallholder farmers amid COVID-19 pandemic in three priority agro-

ecological zones such as Hilly Region, Central Dry Zone and Delta/Costal Region in Myanmar. 

171 responses received, interviewer-led telephone interview was conducted from 11 to 22 

May, 2020 using online survey form and the interviewees included farmers residing in Mindat, 

Kanpetlet, Kyaukpadaung, Nyaung-U and Labutta. 

60 % of respondents believed that COVID-19 can be transmitted from eating food bought 

from markets/outside indicating that risk communication of COVID-19 transmission is crucial. 

72% of farmers have taken agriculture loan before the COVID-19 crisis, however, there is a 

very limited access to microfinance in Mindat (19%) and Kanpetlet (9%). 58% of respondents in 

Labutta faced hardships in loan reimbursement in the past 12 months. 

Key barriers to take loan for coming monsoon season are farmers need to pay back the 

existing loan (27%), not sure if the microfinance organizations operates (22%), nobody want 

to lend money during COVID-19 (18%), require Form-7 as a document (10%).  

96% of farmers are largely rely on agriculture income alone and 34% of respondents emphasized that 

70-100% of their income was spent on food. 

20% of the farmers reported that they have difficulties in selling harvest (from the last season) at the 

moment due to reduced demand, no transportation available or allowed, and decreased price.  

92% of participants have never received formal transfers such as relief food, cash assistance, livestock, 

safety net programs, pension schemes in the past 12 months. 

51% of participants expressed that they have several difficulties in from nursery establishment to the 

selling of the harvests for coming planting season. 

15% of households faced with a situation wherein household did not have enough food to 

feed family members during the last 7 days. 60% of households in study villages anticipated 

that they may need relief food, cash assistance, livestock, and emergency agriculture 

assistance in 1-3 month time. 

47% participants had asked questions/ provided recommendations to the Government or 

relevant stakeholders to help with Health Support (15%), Loan (13%), Food/Cash assistance 

(27%), and Agri-support (15%) in order to deal with the impact. 

81% of respondents think that “Kitchen/home gardening program” can be helpful to save 

household cost and provide family consumption. 

56% of respondents said the impact is moderate but 22% said it is severe on fishery sector in Labutta 

mainly due to price decreased due to restrictions (50%) and no job/no income (32%) for the time being. 
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Rationale 

Generally, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is assisting Ministry of 

Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation (MoALI) in formulation and implementation of coping strategies for 

COVID-19 at national level.  FAO’s Sustainable cropland and forest management in priority agro-

ecosystems of Myanmar supported by the Global Environment Facility (SLM-GEF) project is contributing 

to FAO’s country rapid assessment to mitigate impact of COVID-19 pandemic on food systems, food 

security and nutrition and livelihoods. In addition to regular activities of SLM-GEF, the project has 

already operationalized kitchen/home gardening program in collaboration with respective Department 

of Agriculture (DoA) in project’s townships in three priority agro-ecological zones (Hilly Region, Central 

dry Zone and Delta/Coastal area) to ensure food security, nutrition and livelihoods.   

As of 26th May 2020, there are 206 COVID-19 laboratory confirmed cases in Myanmar with six fatalities 

and 124 recovered cases. The disease containment measures such as physical and social distancing, 

prohibiting gathering of 5 or more people, imposing travel restrictions and night curfew between 10pm 

– 4am have forced people to stop performing routine socio-economic activities.   

Considering the movement and transportation restrictions, especially for small scale farmers in rural 

area, the availability and accessibility of the inputs in the markets and affordability to buy those inputs 

are also likely to be affected. Therefore, there is foreseeable impact on planting of crops in the coming 

monsoon season which will have possible impact on food security. Despite the fact that essential crops 

including staple rice is enough for domestic consumptions at the moment, food security might be on 

threat if the monsoon cropping is impacted as nearly 80% of rice production rely on monsoon planting 

season.  

To understand the ground situations regarding access to market, access to microfinance, access to social 

safety nets, and access to modern payments system, ensure food security and nutrition, and livelihoods, 

this pilot survey was conducted in five project townships. Early identification of barriers and challenges 

will enable SLM-GEF to take early actions and hence, contribute to improve food security and 

livelihoods. 

Last but not least, the analysis of this pilot study is to inform “FAO COVID-19 country assessments of 

impacts and response options on food systems, food security and nutrition, and livelihoods.” (Phase -2) 

Since this is the first study to be completed by telephone interview, the SLM team will share its first-

hand experiences with other UN agencies including FAO so that they can further refine designs and 

structures of their surveys.   
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Background 

Myanmar Government's COVID-19 Economic Relief Plan (CERP) was released on 27th April. FAO is 

working closely with Department of Planning of MoALI in order to implement section 2.1.7 of the CERP 

where by supporting farmers, small agriculture processors, seed farmers and agriculture businesses. In 

the section, the four focus areas are described as below:  

1. Support COVID-19 communication campaigns 

2. Cash or lending support to smallholder farmers who have lost sales revenue or remittance 

income to support input purchases in time for monsoon planting 

3. Complement support with advice on productivity enhancement and market connectivity 

4. Following the lifting of movement restrictions, establish rural cash-for work programs   

 
Objective 

The overall objectives of this pilot study are to  

1. Identify  immediate barriers and challenges of rural smallholders farmers due to restrictions 

imposed by COVID-19 

2. Inform mitigation plan of FAO by underscoring four thematic areas of Myanmar Government’s 

CERP, section 2.1.7 

3. Share lesson learnt of this pilot survey with other agencies who are going to start telephone 

interview as data collection method  

 
Methodology 

The study area involved members of approximately 100 FFS and CFUG villages in five townships located 

in three priority agro-ecosystems of Myanmar. The Mindat and Kanpetlet Townships are located in Chin 

State in western part of Myanmar with a population of 42,600 (1) and 21,493 (1) respectively. Another 

two townships, Nyaung U and Kyaukpadaung are located in Mandalay Region where the population are 

198,185 (2) and 261,908 (2) respectively. The fifth township, Labutta is located in Ayeyarwaddy region 

with a population of 229,929 (3). The survey targeted to interview around 200 households in FFS and 

non-FFS villages. Data collection period was set from 11 – 22 May 2020.  

FAO-SLM-GEF project staff served as interviewer to interview two key informants per village. 

Interviewer led, anonymous, telephone interview by using an online survey form (see in annex) to 

identify immediate barriers and challenges of local farmers in the face of COVID-19 epidemic. Farmers 

who gave informed consent verbally were recruited and the interview took 15-25 minutes. In this 

analysis, a good proportion of 85% (171/200) of invited farmers responded to the interview questions.  

https://www.moi.gov.mm/moi:eng/?q=news/28/04/2020/id-21511
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Main findings 
 

The following map shows geographical distribution of respondents in three priority agro-ecological 

zones such as Hilly Region, Central Dry Zone and Delta/Costal Region. Bubble size corresponds to size of 

Population and Color correspond to Interview Status such as “green for completed interview” and “red 

for incomplete interview” due to the reasons that contacts numbers were power-off, not answering or 

located in out-of-service area. 
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I. Household demographic characteristics 
 
The result showed that 88% of households were headed by male participants and only 12% 
female. It can be concluded that female representation is minimal by quantitative means in this 
survey (Figure 1).  
 

 
 
The average household size is 6 in all study townships. The results demonstrated that Hilly 

Region (Chin State) has the highest family size (7.6) followed by Dry Zone (5.4) and Delta (5.26).  

 

Household dependency ratio was calculated to assess burden on working age group (14-65 

years) members of family. Overall age dependency ratio is 56% and it is the highest in Labutta 

where both young and old dependents have to rely on working age-group members to sustain 

livelihoods (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2. Household Dependency Ratio in Study Townships
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II. Knowledge on COVID-19 disease and food safety measures 
 
In the survey, questions related to knowledge on COVID-19 disease and five key food safety measures 

instructed by “World Health Organization” (WHO) were asked. Almost all interviewees have knowledge 

about the preventive measures of COVID-19. The spider graph showing below that a majority of 

respondents were practicing physical and social distancing (at least 1 meter apart, frequent 

handwashing/rubbing, wearing mask whenever going outside and staying at home. However, survey 

results found lower proportion of response on following reliable information sources such as 

government news agencies (46%) and trusted media outlets and staying healthy such as exercising, 

sleeping well and eating healthy foods (39%) respectively (Figure 3). Apart from that 18% of answers 

were related to auxiliary ways of preventing transmission of SARS-CoV-2 virus at home and at 

community level such as checking people at village entry, cough etiquette, following quarantine 

instructions and going out less frequently.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: COVID-19 is Coronavirus Disease and  
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-COV-2) is a virus that cause COVID-19 disease. (WHO, 2019) 
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https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/technical-guidance/naming-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-2019)-and-the-virus-that-causes-it
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Around 60 % of respondents believe that COVID-19 can be transmitted from eating vegetables/ fruits/ 

meat/ food bought from markets/ outside (Figure 4). Since, there is no scientific evidence that the virus 

can transmit by eating foods from markets to date, implying that the majority of respondent have a 

limited knowledge about how COVID-19 is transmitted. However, it is very important to follow WHO 

five food safety measures at every household.  

 

 
 
In this pilot, we formulated questions based on WHO five food safety measures which can be accessed 
here. Only two measures such as “keeping clean” and “cook thoroughly” were answered correctly by 
more than 80% of participants. The remaining three practices were keeping food at safe temperature 
(<5 or >60 degrees Celsius) in order to stop microorganisms from growing easily (38%), separate raw 
and cooked (53%) and used safe/clean water and raw materials such as using water and food that are 
free from toxic chemicals and presence of microbes at harmful level to humans (63%) respectively. 
(Figure 5)   
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http://www.who.int/foodsafety/publications/consumer/manual_keys.pdf?ua=1
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III. Access to microfinance  
 

Overall, 72% of farmers have taken agriculture loan before the COVID-19 crisis to buy agricultural inputs 

of which some farmers responded that they bought fertilizers (34%), seeds (32%), 

pesticides/insecticides (18%), and others (16%). The analysis pointed out that a certain percentages of 

agricultural loan was also used for other reasons. When we look into the other reasons, money was 

spent for labor charges, fuel charges, machine rental charges (33%), education expenses for children 

(26%), health care expenditures for family members (30%) and household expenses such as buying food 

(11%) respectively. Similarly, the area wise accessibility of microfinance revealed that a good proportion 

of rural farmers i.e. more than 80% acquired loan each in Labutta, Nyaung-U and Kyaukpadaung. 

Whereas, the result indicates a very limited accessibility of farmers to microfinance in Chin State i.e. 

Mindat (19%) and Kanpetlet (9%) (Figure 6). This could be because of the fact that there is limited 

presence of microfinance institutions in those areas as compared to delta (Labutta Township) and 

Central Dry Zone (Nyaung-U and Kanpetlet). Moreover, it should also be noted that the proportion of 

completed interviews in Kanpetlet is only 28% (11/40) and Mindat 64% (28/44) in this pilot survey since 

majority of villages were located out-of-service area for conducting telephone interview. The above 

results indicate that it is very important to maintain the accessibility to financial services for the farmers 

as they largely depend on credit for buying agricultural input as explained above. 
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With regards to the source of agricultural loan, the result revealed that the majority of respondents 

acquired loan from MADB (63%), apart from that the remaining were from MoALI Cooperative 

Department (10%), PGMF (6%), Private money lenders (11%), Mya Sein Yaung village committee loan 

(8%) and other (2%). The loan size and interest rate were varied depending on type of money issuers. 

The following table show the interest rate (per annum) for different types of loan sources (Table 1). 

 

Table 1.          Type Interest 
• MADB 5%-8% (per annum) 

• MOALI- Co-op Department 18% (per annum) 

• Pact Global Microfinance Fund (PGMF)) 28% (per annum) 

• Local money lenders Varies (28% - 120% per annum) 

• Mya Sein Yaung 18% (per annum) 

 

When interviewers explored if there were any difficulties for repayment of loan (s) in the last 12 months 

by the members of the household, in general 27% of farmers encountered difficulties in repayment of 

loan (s) in the last 12 months. However, considering area wise, 58% of respondents in Labutta faced 

hardship in loan reimbursement when compared to other townships such as Nyaung U (21%), 

Kyaukpadaung (27%), Mindat (12%) and Kanpetlet (14%) (Figure 7). The pilot analysis showed that 

although accessibility to microfinance is better in Central Dry Zone and Delta region, almost 6 out of 10 

people who took loan in Labutta have some kinds of difficulties.   

 

 
 
Regarding addressing the problems of repayment which might have been worsened by COVID-19, the 

results showed that some farmers are adopting short-term solutions by taking another loan (34%) and 

paying at least the interest of previous loan but they still face the problems to repay the debt (22%). The 

remaining manage by selling out some property, making apologies and requesting deferment by 

lenders, proactive deferment by lending organizations and repaying by selling harvest.   
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Figure 7. Proportion of farmers who faced difficulties in the last 12 
months
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The study also inquired whether farmers have any plan to take agricultural loan for coming cropping 

season. Overall, more than 70% of the participants have plan to take loan in monsoon season. (Figure 

8) However, 41% of respondents replied that they have some barriers in accessing to the loan which are 

explained below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Accessing to microfinance for monsoon planting season is critical to ensure sustainable production since 

majority of farmers rely on rainwater to grow crop and approximately 80% of paddy is grown during 

monsoon season. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. Proportion of farmers who has a plan to take loan for 
monsoon season 
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The study tried to explore the immediate barriers in accessing microfinance amid COVID-19 pandemic. 

The following chart describes the barricades such as need to pay back the existing loan (27%), not sure 

if the microfinance organizations operates (22%) under such COVID-19 crisis situation, nobody want to 

lend money during COVID-19 (18%), require Form-7 as a document (10%), worried about not being able 

to repay loan/interest (11%), cannot get required amount of loan (3%) and others (9%) (Figure 9). The 

result of the study highlighted above are the common hindrances to accessing loan in three  

agro-ecological zones.  

 
 
Taking timely action is crucial to meet the financial requirement of smallholder farmers for the coming 

monsoon season. It is advised to use innovative ways to transact money to the hand of farmers as quickly 

as possible to meet the season. Therefore, the study team also explored the buying/selling behavior of 

farmers and transaction practices apart from traditional way of money transfer by using bank notes. The 

results showed that a significant portion of farmers have never used online (97%) or phone (77%) as a 

medium to buy/sell inputs/harvest. (Figure 10). The media such as using Viber/messengers/similar App 

as “online” and calling or using SMS as “phone” were specified in the questionnaire as the possible 

options.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, the results revealed that almost all the farmers have never used bank transfer (95%) or 

mobile payment (97%) to settle payments for agri-related inputs/harvest (Figure 11). Furthermore,  

we have recognized that 32% of farmers do not have bank account among respondents who answered 

“No” to the question. The actual figure could be more as there was some data loses when asking 

question about whether do they have bank account or not by different interviewers.    

27%

22%

10%

11%9%

18%

3%

Figure 9. Barriers/problems to access to loan at the moment

Need to reimburse existing loan first Not sure MFI operates

Required Form-7 Worry not to pay interest/loan

Others No money lenders

cannot get required amount of loan

Figure 11. Proportion of farmers who had 
transferred money of buy/sell inputs/harvest 

Figure 10. Proportion of farmers who buy/sell 
inputs/harvest by other medium 
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IV. Productivity enhancement and market connectivity 
 
The analysis outputs showed that many farmers have a total of 10 acres of (owned, leased or used) land 

on average. However, the land ownership quite varied from minimum 2 acres to maximum 80 acres. 

The details output table with a category of land ownership is shown below. The study also found out 

that 18 (11%) households are landless.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the pilot survey, the possible reasons were explored that may affect access to market and supply 

chain during COVID-19 era. 20% of the farmers reported that they have difficulties in selling harvest 

(from the last season) at the moment. The result can be concluded that there is limited demand from 

both customers and wholesale market (including export), no transportation available or allowed in-out 

of village or township and price of the product is decreasing (Figure 12). However, nearly 80% of farmers 

in Chin State who grew elephant foot yam reported that they had already sold the harvest since 

December 2019.  

   

 
 

 

 

 

Total acre of land (owned, used or leased) 

Category Acre 

Landless 18 (11%) 

<5 25 (15%) 
5 to 10 54 (32%) 

>10 74 (43%) 
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The study also identified what farmers are planning to grow in coming cropping season. The following 

figure shows the disaggregate data based on type of crops. (Figure 13)  

 

 
 
As a follow up question, it was also asked whether farmers have any challenges on coming monsoon 

planting season for their planned crops. A total of 51% of participants expressed that they have several 

difficulties in from nursery establishment to the selling of the harvests for coming season. The impacts 

of COVID-19 have superimposed the existing cross cutting issues such as the impacts of climate change, 

lack of farm investment and uncertainty of market accessibility. The following table shows the frequency 

of potential challenges the farmers may face in near future (Figure 14). Farmers are worried about 

continuity of transporting produces and lowering of prices due to COVID-19. The results proved that 

farm investment including access to agriculture loan, affordability and availability of basic farming inputs 

including labor and mitigating impact of climate change pay very crucial roles in overcoming difficulties.   
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Figure 13. Crops to grow in monsoon season in three agro-ecological 
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V. Adaptive Capacity 
 
In this study, the income diversification of farming households in rural area were also assessed. The 

results revealed that 96% of household identified agriculture, animal breeding and fishing as their 

primary source of income followed by 16% of household with private sector wage and salary as their 

main source of household income. Regarding the private sector income, these include part-time or full-

time jobs such as carpenter, local guide, selling herbs, casual labor and weaving. The detail distribution 

can be seen in below table (Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Source of Household Income 

Agriculture, animal breeding, fishing 96% 

Family business (other than agriculture) 5% 

Government wage and salary 4% 

Private sector wage and salary 16% 

Transfers and social assistance 1% 

Remittance 2% 

  

The longer the period of COIVD19, the more negative will be the consequences on food security, 

nutrition and livelihood of rural farmers who have to rely fully on agricultural income along with no/little 

income diversification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The longer the period of COIVD19, the more negative will be the consequences on 
food security, nutrition and livelihood of rural farmers who have to rely fully on 
agricultural income along with no/little income diversification.   
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VI. Food security 
 
Overall, 26% of the respondents replied that their household productions (including rice, veggies, pulses, 

oil, and livestock) was not enough for household consumption. In this study, more than 60% participants 

from Chin State responded that their household production is not enough for family consumption 

(Figure 15). In Chin state farmers have to rely on perennial, including EFY, along with traditional 

slash and burn agriculture. This is time of the year when they need to buy rice from other 

townships. In the time of COIVD19, trade/movement is restricted. So, when they are running 

out of food, they have less chance to buy food. We found that some households borrowed 

rice from neighboring households to feed the family. 

 

 
 

As a follow up question, the study inquired the proportion of household expense incurred for food 

excluding own productions. Overall, 37% of respondents stated that 45-65% of their income was 

utilized for buying food. However, 34% of respondents emphasized that 70-100% of their income was 

spent on food (Figure 16). 
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Furthermore, the survey also assessed the perceptions of interviewee on food security. The results 

showed that 15% of households faced with a situation wherein household did not have enough food to 

feed family members during the last 7 days. Similarly, 38% of respondents claimed that they have seen 

a certain number of household in their respective village who were also facing “not enough food 

situation” in the past 7 days (Figure 17). 

 

 
 
 

The following table shows the number of villages with the number of food insecure household in study 

villages (Table 3). Labutta has by far higher # of food insecure villages & households 

 

Table 3.   

Township Number of village Estimated number of households 

Kanpetlet 5 89 

Kyaukpadaung 2 110 

Labutta 23 3 170 

Mindat 12 285 

Nyaung U 2 63 

Grand Total 44 3 716 
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Household faced not enough food last 7 days

Community faced not enough food past 7
days

Figure 17. Percentage of households faced not enough food during last 7 
days
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VII. Social Safety Nets  

 
Overall, 92% of participants have never received formal transfers such as relief food, cash assistance, 

livestock, safety net programs, pension schemes, etc. in the last 12 months by the any members of the 

household. The remaining 8% of household received on average of transfer worth 13,166 MMK in the 

last year. Generally, 60% of households in study villages anticipated that they may need relief food/ cash 

relief food, cash assistance, livestock, emergency agriculture assistance in 1-3 month time. Township 

wise distribution figure can be seen as below (Figure 18). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

As a follow up question, the following tree map showed required type of support in 1-3 month time 

(Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 18. Situation of HH that may need assistance in 1-3 months 
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Similarly, the study showed that more than 80% of household in study villages subjectively anticipated 

that community may need relief food, cash assistance, livestock, emergency agriculture assistance in  

1-3 month time if COVID-19 situation is getting longer (Figure 20). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The respondents were asked to estimate number of households in their social circles which may be 

needing some kind of supports in 1-3 month time because of COVID-19. The results indicated that 7.5% 

(687/9208), 6.6% (2005/30537) and 13.8% (4400/31670) of households in study villages in Hilly region, 

Central dry zone and Delta region anticipating to receive relief assistance (Table 4). 

 

Table 4.  

Agro-ecological zones 
Estimated number of HH in community 
in need of support in 1-3 month time 

Hilly Region (Kanpetlet+ MIndat) 687 

Central Dry Zone (Kyaukpadaung + Nyaung-U) 2 005 

Delta Region (Labutta)  4 400 

Grand Total 7 092 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20. Community need support in 1-3 months 
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VII. Recommendation of respondents 
 
In this survey, perceptions of farmers regarding the immediate impact of COVID-19 on respective 

community were inquired. Farmers rated the intensity of impact from zero to ten (Figure 21). (0 – no 

impact at all, 10 – hardest impact)  

 

 
 
 

47% participants had questions/ recommendations to the Government or relevant stakeholders to ask 

for help when dealing with the impact (Figure 22). 

 

 

 
 

56%

40%

4%

Figure 21. Immediate impact of COVID-19 on community

mild (0-4) moderate (5-7) severe (8-10)

15%

13%

27%

15%

10%6%

14%

Figure 22. Questions/ recommendations to governemnt or relavance 
stakeholders

Health support/ awareness raising for
covid19/ medicine/ PPE

Loan/investment

Food/cash support

Agri/livelihood

To support vulnerable

Job opportunity/cash for work

others
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81% of respondents think that “Kitchen/home gardening program” can be helpful to compensate 

household expenditure/ improve resilience and food and nutrition security” in short term. The following 

chart summarize the reasons by the respondents on why they think home gardening can be beneficial 

in absolute term or with a condition (Figure 23). 

 

 
 
Regarding the fish/crab industry in Labutta, the study addressed damage of COVID-19 on fishers and 

fish farmers’ livelihood. (0 – no impact at all, 10 – hardest impact) The results showed that 22% and 56% 

of respondents saying the impact is mild or moderate for the time being. However, the remaining 22% 

of participants said their lives were severely affected by COVID-19 (Figure 24). 

 

 

47%

34%

19%

Fiugre 23. Benefits of Home Gardening

Generate income/save household cost/no need to buy

Family consumption/ fresh and chemical free veggie

Yes but need irrigation/no or less land to grow/ salty water

22%

56%

22%

Figure 24. Impact score on fishery sector in labutta

mild (0-4) moderate (5-7) severe (8-10)
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As a follow up question, participants were asked about their local experience on how COVID-19 can 

impact on fish/crab industry in Labutta. The results explained that two main reasons such as no income 

due to lack of job opportunities at the moment particularly for causal labors and market price were also 

decreasing due to movement restrictions or reducing access to market (Figure 25). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18%

50%

32%

Figure 25. Impact of COVID-19 on Fisheries Sector

No fisherman in village/don’t know/ missing

Price decreased due to no trade/restrictions/ no market access/ market halted

No job opportunity/ no income
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Discussion 

Almost all interviewees know the preventive measures of COVID-19 and WHO five food safety measures. 

However, risk of communication and management regarding COVID-19 transmission is very important 

because more than 60% of respondents perceived that SARS-CoV-2 virus can be transmitted from eating 

outside food despite strong scientific evidence.  

 

Regarding access to microfinance, the majority of farmers (72%) have experience of taking agriculture 

loan before, however, 27% of respondents reported that they faced difficulties in repayment of the loan 

(s) in the last 12 months but not always due to COVID-19. The study showed that the farmers happened 

to use only short term solution to settle the debt by taking another loan or just paying the interest of 

previous loan first. Moreover, the results showed that 16% of respondents spent the agricultural loan 

for labor, health, education and food. The vulnerability of these farmers may become higher if they face 

longer economic hardship due to COIVD19, even may end up in debt traps. It is obvious that only few 

the farmers in Mindat (19%) and Kanpetlet (9%) have taken loan before due to scarcity of money lenders 

especially in time of uncertainty. To summarize, farmers are facing the common barriers in accessing 

microfinance such as they still need to repay existing loan first, there is no money lenders or no trusted 

microfinance organizations operating and they do not have land tenure certificate to access loan.  

 

Traditional ways of selling/buying of harvest or inputs involved people mobility and transferring physical 

bank notes. The results showed that only 23% of respondents have experience in using phone to sell/buy 

goods and less than 5% used bank or mobile payment for transactions. There is an obvious information 

gap which need to be identified to understand the challenges of transferring cash assistance to rural 

farmers by mobile payment.   

 

Market linkages were also affected severely in this challenging time. Farmers cannot sell their harvest 

due to decreasing demand from both domestic consumption and export market. The price was 

decreased and the participants also reported that the restricted transportation and public mobility may 

undermine regular economic activities of local community.  

 

Regarding food security, it is important to note that 60% of households in Chin State reported that their 

household production is not enough for family consumption and have to buy food from others. Overall, 

34% of respondents reported that 70-100 percent of their income was spent to buy food. Also, 92% of 

respondents have never received any formal transfer under social safety nets program in the past 12 

months. Moreover, the results showed that 15% of households faced with a situation wherein 

household did not have enough food to feed family members during the last 7 days. Similarly, 38% of 

respondents stated that they know approximately 3716 households in their community have do not 

have enough food in the last 7 days in study townships. It is important to take quick actions to ensure 

food security because 60% of households in study villages anticipated that they may need some kinds 

of assistance in 1-3-month time. Similarly, the respondents also subjectively anticipated that 7092 

households in their respective community may need some supports such as relief food/ cash relief food, 

cash assistance, livestock, emergency agriculture assistance if COVID-19 situation is getting longer.  
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The SLM-GEF project operationalized home gardening program in project townships in order to support 

MoALI coping strategy and as a response to COVID-19. The study showed that 84% of participants think 

that the “Kitchen/home gardening program” can be helpful to compensate household expenditure/ 

improve resilience. However, even if farmers are interested to grow home gardening, there is an 

operational challenge, especially in Chin State, in establishing a proper irrigation system due to limited 

availability of water.   

 

Regarding the fish/crab industry in Labutta, 22% of respondents reported that the industry is severely 

affected by COVID-19. One possible explanation is that the crab industry in Labutta usually reduced or 

even stopped in March when spawning starts for crabs as it is regulated by ban on collecting for 1 month. 

The ban for fishing is for three months, May, June and July.  This emphasize that COVID-19 is impacting 

much more on crab industry than on fishing for current months. There is however emerging challenges 

such as declining of the price (lower than half price that of normal), no market access and travel 

restrictions. Consequently, no job opportunity accompanied by no/little income will severely affect food 

security, nutrition and livelihoods of local community.  

 

Strengths  
 

There are some strengths concerning with this rapid assessment; the interviewees, the FFS and CFUG 

participants can be regarded as the key informers since they know their local community very well. 

When the interviewers introduced themselves and explained about the survey, they are willing to 

participate and answered openly. The existences of Technical Filed Officers and service providers in the 

areas are also very much supportive to help in interviewing and collecting contact numbers. This survey 

results can be helpful to estimate the real magnitude of the impact of COVID-19 in rural area.  

 
 

Limitations 
 

Despite desk reviews were processed in-parallel by various agencies based on publicly available 

information and reliable media updates, there is no first-hand information in order to comprehend the 

on-ground situations. Therefore, this rapid assessment was conducted to fill some of the data gaps. 

According to the nature of this rapid survey / assessment, the selected study population included only 

villages where SLM-GEF project area is involved even though the impact of COVID-19 is widespread the 

country. In addition to that, survey practiced convenience sampling rather than randomization.  

 

Surveyors aimed to interview two key informants per village with a targeted sample size of 200 

households. Interviewees were taken from some of the 100 “Farmer Field School” and “Community 

Forestry” villages which were geographically heterogeneous. However, this  survey  could only 

completed interview for 171 households due to the following constraints: The interviewer team was set 

up by assigning current project staff, therefore, data collection time took longer time  since project staff 

were occupied with their regular, sometimes urgent tasks. Before survey started all interviewers 

involved shared by phone/via email on the draft survey questionnaires since conception stage in English 
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and in Myanmar to ensure questions were well understood and could be asked clearly in Myanmar or 

even in Chin Language. This resulted in producing an interviewer guide which could be used by 

interviewers along with “online data collection form.”   

 

Since social distancing is in practice, survey chose interviewer led “telephone interview” by using online 

survey form as data collection method rather than “face-to-face” interview. When surveyors started 

interviewing, they found three important issues which were: existing telephone numbers were not 

updated, contact was not available and out-of-service area. For the first and second points, surveyors 

put effort to overcome by communicating with Technical Field Officers and/or service providers present 

in townships, or by reviewing the attendance sheets and project reports indicating contacts # of villagers 

or finally practicing snowball sampling in asking participants to collect more contacts in order to get the 

valid contact numbers.  

 

Regarding the third point, particularly to this pilot study, despite  above difficulties survey  achieved  a  

good  level  of representation  with  100 % respondents in Labutta (50/50), 77%  in  Kyaukpadaung  

(37/48) and 100% Nyaung-U  (45/45),  but only  for 64% (28/44) in Mindat and 28% (11/40) in Kanpetlet 

mainly due to limited service availability. In this case, we try to interview the third respondent and/or 

explore nearby villages in order to get better household representation.  

 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
The following should be considered while FAO is supporting COVID-19 communication campaign of 

MOALI. (CERP section 2.1.7) This survey address the knowledge of rural farmers about COVID-19 and 

food safety in FAO-SLM pilot areas. As a follow up study, it is recommended to explore the attitude and 

practices of farmers over next months. Meanwhile, the study result underscore the importance of risk 

communication and management regarding COVID-19 transmission since more than 60% of 

respondents replied “Yes” to the question that SARS-CoV-2 virus can be transmitted from eating outside 

food. The promotion of WHO five food safety measures should be followed by conducting extensive 

behavior communication campaign in agriculture sector. 

 

The majority of farmers rely on a microfinance/loan support for planting the crops. The accessibility to 

the financial services for the upcoming monsoon season has been affected by the COVID-19 crisis. 

Therefore, there is a need to take timely actions to ensure accessibility of credit for the farmers for 

planting monsoon season crops to avoid possible shortage of food supply and to improve food security. 

 

As the human movement is restricted due to COVID-19 crisis and could be affected even more by the 

rainy season, there is a need to introduce mobile banking/payment mechanism as far as possible to 

ensure continued financial services. 
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The supply of necessary inputs and accessibility to input-output market have been affected by the 

overall impact of COVID-19 crisis. This might effect on food security seriously if the planting of crops in 

the coming seasons is affected. Therefore, it would be very important for the Government to take 

necessary actions to make the market channel functioning for increasing food production by imposing 

restrictions only in the areas where COVID-19 incidence is critical. 

 

Household production is not enough for family consumption, especially in Chin State, thus farmers may 

face food shortage soon if COVID-19 period is longer and promotion of kitchen gardens will help improve 

food security and subsistence livelihood. Moreover, Small-holder farmers may need relief food/cash 

relief food, cash assistance, livestock, emergency agri-assistance in 1-3 months. Therefore, 

Kitchen/home gardening program should be promoted in wider scale to support food and nutrition 

security of the rural population affected by COVID-19. This is also in line with one of the priority actions 

by the Government to respond to the impact of COVID-19. More importantly, emergency food/cash 

assistance should be provided to order to alleviate the impact of COIVID-19 and ensure food security.  

 

COVID-19 has also affected fishery sector and community as a whole in Labutta, therefore, priority 

should be given to create job opportunities by establishing cash-for-work programs, especially aiming 

to recruit manual labor who lost their jobs. 

 
 
Conclusion  
 

The study identified immediate barriers and challenges of rural small-holder farmers with regard to the 

access to microfinance, access to market and market connectivity, sustainable production, food safety 

and security and access to social safety nets in the time of COIVD19 pandemic. Additionally, the study 

results will inform mitigation plan of FAO and other relevant organizations by underscoring four 

thematic areas such as supporting COVID-19 communication campaigns, cash or lending supports to 

farmers, enhancing productivity and market connectivity and creating job opportunities including cash-

for-work programs of Myanmar Government’s CERP, section 2.1.7. However, since this is a pilot study, 

sporadic assessment might be needed to better understand the long term impact of COVID-19 to small 

scales farmers in rural area. To conclude, the findings will be shared with other agencies who are going 

to start telephone interview as data collection method.  

 
 

Contact 
Building no. 39, Forest Department 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation 
Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar 
Phone: 09 423334625 
Website: www.slmmyanmar.info 

Email: slmmyanmarinfo@gmail.com 

Recommended citation: FAO SLM-GEF. 
2020. A Pilot Survey to Identify Immediate 
Barriers and Challenges of Small Scale 
Farmers during COVID-19: Result of 
Telephone Interview. Nay Pyi Taw. 
www.slmmyanmar.info/download/impact-of-covid-19 

file:///C:/Users/Visitor/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/EKLYLD7T/www.slmmyanmar.info
mailto:slmmyanmarinfo@gmail.com
http://www.slmmyanmar.info/download/impact-of-covid-19
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Annex 1A 
 

Pilot Survey to Identify Immediate Barriers and 
Challenges of Small Scale Farmers during COVID-19 

 

Short Introduction 

Hello, I am (interviewer name) from FAO SLM-GEF project based in (name of project 
township). I am calling you to ask your opinions on impact of COVID-19 on your socio-economic 
life. Since COVID-19 cases were first announced in Myanmar, FAO is working closely with 
Department of Planning of MoALI for policy formulation, drawing methodology for rapid 
country assessments and drafting action plans. However, before we are going to implement 
COVID-19 mitigation plan, it is very important to know what is happening on ground regarding 
movement restrictions, access to market and agriculture-loans, crop production and 
maintaining food security and livelihoods. Therefore, we are going to conduct this pilot survey 
to help us to identify what are “immediate barriers and challenges” that farmers facing due 
to COVID-19 disease and its containment measures. We’d like to invite you to participate in 
this interview. As there is no right or wrong answer, you can answer freely, can skip or stop 
any time you want while answering and your name will not be recorded. We are going to 
interview approximately 30 farmers from multiple villages (max 2 farmers/village) in each 
project township and it will take about 15-25 minutes. The collected information will be 
stored securely at SLM-GEF NayPyiTaw office. The analysis of this survey result will be used 
to inform not only SLM-GEF project but also other UN agencies (including FAO) to formulate 
mitigation plan. Do you have any questions? If not, let’s start the interview.    

Tip: Read out the questions as written to participants and wait for reply during phone 
interview. Please explain introductory statement above in brief.  
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Household Questionnaires 

I. Support COVID-19 communication campaigns 

1. COIVD19 can be prevented by doing following?   

• Social distancing (e.g. staying at least 1 meter away) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Hand washing/ hand rubbing frequently [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Wearing non-medical mask (when going out for essential things) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Staying at home [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Stay healthy to boost immune system (e.g. minor exercises, sleep well, 

eating nutritious foods) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Follow instructions from reliable sources (MOHS & Trusted New Agencies) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• If known Others, (Please specify) [open answer] 

2. Can COVID-19 be transmitted from food/eating vegetables, fruits /meat 
bought from markets? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

3. Food safety measures published by WHO include?  

• keep clean [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• separate raw and cooked [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• cook thoroughly [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• keep food at safe temperatures  (<5 or >60 degrees Celsius) 

(Danger zone: The temperature range 5 °C to 60 °C, in which 

microorganisms grow and multiply very fast.) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• use safe/clean water and safe/clean raw materials 

(“Safe” means that water and food is free from dangerous 

microorganisms and toxic chemicals at levels that could cause illness 

and/or disease.) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

II. Cash or lending support to smallholder farmers who have lost sales revenue or 
remittance income to support input purchases in time for monsoon planting 

4. Have you ever taken agriculture loan before? If yes, for what inputs? [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• to buy fertilizers (organic or chemical)  

• to buy seeds  

• to buy pesticides/insecticides (organic or chemical)  

• others (specify)  

5. If yes, where do you usually get loan?   

• MADB  

• MoALI cooperative department  

• Pact Global Microfinance Fund (PGMF)-Ma Mya May group  

• Sathapana Limited  

• LOLC Myanmar Micro-Finance  

• Private/individual money landers  

• others (specify)  

6. If yes, what is size of loan and interest rate (per annum)  [open answer) 
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7. Have you ever faced any difficulties for repayment of loan (s) in the last 
12 months by the members of the HH?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

7.1 If yes, how do seek resolutions at time of repayment? [Open answer] 

8. Do you have plan to take loan for coming planting season? [1 = yes 0 = no] 

9. Do you have any barriers/problems to access to loan at the moment? If 
yes, reasons are? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• need to reimburse existing loan first  

• not sure MFI operates due to the restrictions of COVID-19 (ordered to 

close) 

 

• required collateral (do not have Form-7)  

• cannot afford to pay interest/ interest is too high   

• others (specify)  

 
 

III. Complement support with advice on productivity enhancement and market 
connectivity 

10. Can you sell your harvest (from the last season) at the market now? If 
not, what are reasons?  

(Meaning, do you have any difficulties on your production at present?)  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

[multiple choice] 

• Market/restaurants closed  

• Decreasing demand of consumers  

• Cannot wholesale, no demand from warehouse  

• Harvest sold already  

• No transportation is available  

• No transportation for trade is allowed  

• Others  

11. Have you/HH member ever buy/sell your agri-related inputs/harvest by 

phone? (calling or using sms) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

12. Have you/HH member ever buy/sell your agri-related inputs/harvest 
online? (Viber/messengers/App as such) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

13. Have you/HH member ever use bank transfer to transact money of 
giving/receiving agri-related inputs/products? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

14. Have you/HH member ever use mobile payment to transact money of 
giving/receiving agri-related inputs/products? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

15. What is the total area of land (owned, leased or used) that the household 
owns/ uses in acres? (if landless- fill zero) 

 

 [    ] acres 

16. What do you plan to grow for monsoon season?  [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Paddy  

• Pulses (green gram, pigeon peas, chickpeas, lentils, cowpeas etc.)  

• Oil seeds crops (sesame, groundnuts)  

• Kitchen vegetables (easily perishable crops)  

• Others (please specify)  
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17. Do you have any difficulties on coming monsoon planting season for your 
planned crop? (nursery to selling harvest) If yes, what are reasons? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

[multiple choice] 

• Do not afford to buy inputs (seeds/fertilizers)   

• Inputs are not available in the market (/not easy to get inputs)   

• Export market is uncertain/  

• Input-output market linkages were broken  

• Low prices than usual  

• Need farm tools and irrigation kits,  

• No/decreasing domestic demand/   

• worries for not able to sell harvest  

• Not sure about transporting harvest due to COVID-19  

• Others (please specify)  

 
IV. Adaptive Capacity 
 

18. In the past 12 months, What was the source of household income? [1 = yes 0 = no] 

[multiple choice] 

• Agriculture, animal breeding, fishing  

• Family business (other than agriculture)  

• Government wage and salary  

• Private sector wage and salary  

• Transfers and social assistance  

• Remittance from family members working abroad  

• Other  

19. What is considered as the main income source of the household? 
(maximum 2 sources) 

[open answer] 

 
V. Food security 
 

20. Is your HH production (including rice, veggies, pulses, oil, livestock) 
enough for your HH consumption? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

21. What percentage of your income is used for buying food? (excluding your 
own productions, either week/month average is ok) 

[%] 

22. During the last 7 days, have you faced with a situation wherein you did 
not have enough food to feed the household? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

23. During the last 7 days, do you know anyone in your community faced 
with a situation wherein that did not have enough food to feed the 
household? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

24. If yes, can you estimate how many HH? [number] 
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VI. Social Safety Nets  
 

25. What is the total amount of formal transfers (relief food, cash 
assistance, livestock, safety net programs, pension schemes, etc.) received in 
the last 12 months by the members of the household? 

(Free distribution of 5 food commodity for Thingyan Holidays, the cost/HH 
estimated to be 12,000 MMK) 

[monetary 
value in local 
currency] 

1 = Not 
received at all.  

26. Do you think are you in need of relief food/ cash relief food, cash 
assistance, livestock, emergency agri assistance in 1-3 month time? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

27. If yes, what and why do you need? (please repeat above types of 
assistance, if required) 

[open answer] 

28. Do you think anyone in your community in need of relief food/ cash 
relief food, cash assistance, livestock, emergency agri assistance in 1-3 
month time? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

29. If yes can you estimate how many HH? [number] 

 
VII. Recommendation of respondents 
 

30. Overall, how do you score the impact of COVID-19 on your community?  

(0 – no impact at all, 10 – hardest impact)  

[ score 1 to 10] 

31. What are your questions/ recommendations to the Government or 
relevance stakeholders to help you dealing with the impact? 

[open answer] 

32. If feasible, Do you think “Kitchen/home gardening program” will help 
you to be compensate your income/improve resilience?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

33. Follow up on question #23, why or why not?  [open answer] 

The following question is “Specific to Delta Region”  

1. If known, how would you rate the damage of COVID-19 on fishers and 
fish farmers’ livelihood? (0 – no impact at all, 10 – hardest impact) 

[ score 1 to 10] 

{if don’t know-skip} 

2. If so, What is changing in their livelihoods in terms of 

Changing consumer demands, Market access and fall prices, Logistics 
problems, Loss of job/less job opportunities, impact on Food security 
and nutrition, any others 

[open answer] 

{if don’t know-skip} 

 
Household demographic characteristics 

 

34. Gender of household head (please count de facto head) [1 = male  2 = female] 

35. Total number of members of the household (Adults and children) [number] 

36. Total number of household members of working age (>14 and <64 years old) [number] 

37. Name of interviewer [open answer] 

38. Village Name [open answer] 

    38.1 # of HH  

    38.2 # of Population  

39. Township Name [open answer] 

 
End of Survey 
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You have reached to the end of survey. Please say thanks to participants. You may ask the 
interviewee to refer to anyone whom he/she know the contact phone number in their 
village/nearby village to participate in this survey.  
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Annex 1B 
 

တစ်ပ ိုငတ်စ်န ိုင ်တတောငသ်ူမ ောျား COVID-19 ကောလ လက်ငငျ်ားကက ြုံတတ ွေ့တေရတသော 

အတောျားအဆ ျားမ ောျားနငှ  ်စ ေတ် ေါ်မှုမ ောျားက ို သ ရှ န ိုငရ်ေ ်ကေဦျားစစ်တမ်ျား  

Pilot Survey to Identify Immediate Barriers and Challenges of Small Scale Farmers 

 

မိတဆ်ကခ်ြင််း 

ဟယ်လ ို။ ကျွေတ်တေ်ာ/ကျွေမ်က (name of project township) မှော တောဝေက် တေတ   FAO SLM-GEF project မှ  

(interviewer name) ဖြစ်ပါတယ်။ သင် ရ   လူမှုစ ျားပ ောျားဘဝတတ အတပေါ် COVID-19 တရောဂါရ   ထ   ိုက်မှုေ  ပတ်သတ်ပပ ျား 

သင် ရ  သတဘောထောျားက ို တများဖမေျ်ား  ငလ် ို   ြိုေျ်ားဆက်လ ိုက်တောပါ။ COVID-19 လူေောတတ  ဖမေမ်ောမှောစတတ ွေ့တ  အ   ေက်တည်ျားက 

မူဝါဒတရျားဆ  န ိုငြ် ို  ၊ န ိုငင်  အတဖ အတေက ို သ ရှ တအောင ် အဖမေစ်စ်တမ်ျားတကောက်န ိုငမ်ယ် ေည်ျားလမ်ျားတတ    မှတ်ြ ို  ေ   

အတကောငအ်ထည်တြေ်ာြ ို   အစ အစဉ်တတ ဆ  ြ ို   FAO အတေေ   စ ိုက်/တမ ျား/ဆည်ဝေက်က ျားဌောေ (MoALI) စ မ က ေျ်ားဌောေေ   

လက်တ  လိုပ်တဆောငလ် က်ရှ ပါတယ်။ ဒါတပမ   COVID-19 ဖြစ်တ  ထ   ိုက်မှုတတ က ို တလ ော   န ိုငြ် ို  အစ အစဉ်တတ  

အတကောငအ်ထည်တြေ်ာတ  အ ါ ဥပမော။ ။ သ ောျားလောကေ်  သတ်ထောျားတော၊ တစ ျားက က်   တ်ဆက်တော၊ စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတ  ျားတင ရယူတော၊ 

သ ျားနှ စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားထိုတ်လိုပ်တော၊ စောျားေပ်ရ ကခောြူလ ိုမှုေ   လူမှုဘဝအတဖ အတေစတ   အ  က်တတ ေ   ပတ်သတ်လ ို   

တဖမဖပငအ်တဖ အတေမှော ဘောတတ ဖြစ်တေသလ ဆ ိုတောက ို သ ရြ ို   အလ ေအ်တရျားကက ျားပါတယ်။ ဒါတကကောင်  COVID-19 တရောဂါေ   

တရောဂါထ ေျ်ား  ြုံပ်တရျားအစ အမ တတ တကကောင်  တစ်ပ ိုငတ်စ်န ိုင ် တတောငသ်ူတတ  လက်ငငျ်ားကက ြုံတတ ွေ့တေရတ   အတောျားအဆ ျားမ ောျားနငှ  ်

စ ေတ် ေါ်မှုတတ က ို သ ရှ န ိုငြ် ို   ကေဦျားစစ်တမ်ျား တကောက်ယူရဖ ငျ်ား ဖြစ်ပါတယ်။ ဒ အငတ်ောဗ  ျားမှော ပါဝငြ် ို   ြ တ်တ ေါ်  ငပ်ါတယ်။ 

အတဖြ မှောျားတယ်/မှေတ်ယ်ဆ ိုတောမ  ြုံျားမရှ လ ို   တများ  ေျ်ားတတ က ို လ တ်လ တ်လပ်လပ် တဖြန ိုငပ်ါတယ်။ တဖြတေစဉ်မှောလည်ျား 

မတဖြ  ငတ်  တများ  ေျ်ားရှ ရင ် တက ေ်ာလ ိုက်တော/ မတဖြတတော ဘ  ရပ်လ ိုက်တောမ  ြုံျားလည်ျား ရပါတယ်။ ကျွေတ်တေ်ာတ ို  အတေေ   

စ မ   က်မှောပါတ   ပမ ြုံ ွေ့ေယ်မှောရှ တ   တက ျားရ ောတပါငျ်ားစ ိုက (တစ်ရ ောက ို အမ ောျားဆ ိုျား ၂ တယောက်နှုေျ်ားေ  ) တတောငသ်ူအတယောက် ၃၀ 

တလောက်က ို တများဖမေျ်ားသ ောျားမှောပါ။ တများဖမေျ်ား   ေ ်၁၅-၂၅ မ ေစ် ကကောဖမင် န ိုငပ်ါတယ်။ ရရှ လောတ   အ  က်အလက်တတ က ို SLM-

GEF စ မ   က် တေဖပည်တတေ်ာရ ိုျားမှော လ ိုဖ  ြုံစ ော သ မ်ျားဆည်ျားထောျားမှော ဖြစ်ပါတယ်။ ရရှ လောတ  အ  က်အလက်တတ က ို 

   ဖ မ်ျားစ တ်ဖြောပပ ျား COVID-19 ဖြစ်တ  ထ   ိုက်မှုတတ က ို တလ ော   န ိုငြ် ို  အစ အစဉ်တတ တရျားဆ  တေတ   SLM-GEF project 

က ိုသောမက FAO အပါအဝင ် အဖ ောျားတသော ကမ္ော ကိုလသမဂဂ အြ  ွေ့အစည်ျား (UN agencies) တတ က ိုပါ 

အတထောက်အကူဖြစ်တစြ ို   အသ ိုျားဖပြုံသ ောျားမှော ဖြစ်ပါတယ်။ တများစရောတများ  ေျ်ားရှ ပါသလောျား? တများစရော 

တများ  ေျ်ားမရှ တတော ဘူျားဆ ိုရင ်အငတ်ောဗ  ျားက ို စလ ိုက်ကကရတအောင။် 

Tip: ြိုေျ်ားဖြင် အငတ်ောဗ  ျားရောတ င ် တများ  ေျ်ားတတ က ို တရျားထောျားတ  အတ ိုငျ်ား ြတ်ဖပတပျားပါ။ ထ ို  တေောက် ဖပေတ်ဖြကကောျားတောက ို 

တစောင် ပါ။ အထက်ပါ မ တ်ဆက်စောက ို အက ဉ်ျား  ြုံပ်ရှငျ်ားဖပတပျားပါ။  
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အမ်ိထ ောငစ်ုဆိငုရ်ော ထမ်းြွန််းမ ော်း 

I. ကိဗုစ်နိငုတ်င််းထရောဂါ COVID-19 နငှ့််ပတသ်တထ်သော အသပိညောထပ်းကမ်ပိန််းဆိငုရ်ောတငွ ်

အထ ောကအ်ပ ့်ထပ်းခြင််း 

1. တအောက်ပါတ ို  က ို လ ိုက်ေောပါက က ိုဗစ်န ိုငတ်ငျ်ားတရောဂါ COVID-19 တရောဂါက ို 

ကောက ယ်န ိုငပ်ါသည်။ (မှေ/်မှောျား) 

 

•  ပ်  ော  ောတေဖ ငျ်ား (ဥပမော။ ။ လူတစ်ဦျားနငှ် တစ်ဦျား အေည်ျားဆ ိုျား ၃ တပ   ောတေဖ ငျ်ား) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• မကကော ဏ လက်တဆျားဖ ငျ်ား (ဆပ်ဖပောဖြင်  သ ို   လက်သေ်  တဆျားရည်ဖြင် ) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• Mask တပ်ထောျားဖ ငျ်ား (မဖြစ်မတေ အဖပငထ် က်ရပါက) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• အ မ်မှောတေဖ ငျ်ား (Staying at home) [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• က ိုယ်  အောျားတကောငျ်ားတစရေ ်ဖပြုံမူတေထ ိုငဖ် ငျ်ား (ဥပမော။ ။ က ိုယ်လက်လှုပ်ရှောျား 

အောျားကစောျားလိုပ်ဖ ငျ်ား/ အ ပ်တရျားဝတအောငအ် ပ်ဖ ငျ်ား/အောဟောရဖပည် တအောင် စောျားသ ိုျားဖ ငျ်ား။ 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• က ေျ်ားမောတရျားနငှ်  အောျားကစောျားဝေက်က ျားဌောေနငှ်  ယ ိုကကည်စ တ်  ရတသော သတငျ်ားဌောေတ ို  ၏ 

လမ်ျားညွှေ ် က်မ ောျားက ိုသော ယ ိုကကည်လ ိုက်ေောဖ ငျ်ား။ 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• အဖ ောျားရှ ပါက (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ။) [open answer) 

2. တစ ျားမှဝယ်ယူ   တသော သောျား/ငါျား/သ ျား/ရ က်မ ောျားက ို စောျားသ ိုျားမ ပါက က ိုဗစ်န ိုငတ်ငျ်ားတရောဂါ 

COVID-19 တရောဂါကူျားစက်  ရန ိုငပ်ါသလောျား? (မှေ/်မှောျား) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

3. ကမ္ော က ေျ်ားမောတရျားအြ  ွေ့ (WHO) မှ လမ်ျားညွှေထ်ောျားတသော အစောျားအတသောက် 

တဘျားအနတရောယ်ကငျ်ားရှငျ်ားတရျား အ  က် ၅   က်တ င ်တအောက်ပါတ ို  ပါဝငသ်ည်။ (မှေ/်မှောျား) 

 

• သေ်  ရှငျ်ားစ ောထောျားပါ။ (မ မ ၏ လက်၊ အ ိုျား  က်မ ောျားနငှ  ်အသ ိုျားအတဆောငမ် ောျားက ို 

သေ  ရှ်ငျ်ားစငက်ကယ်စ ောထောျားပါ။  တဆျားတကကောထောျားပါ။) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• အစ မ်ျားနငှ်  အက က်က ို    ထောျားပါ။ (မ  က် ရတသျားတသော အသောျားစ မ်ျား၊ ငါျားစ မ်ျားေ   

  က်ပပ ျားသောျားဟငျ်ားလ ောတတ / အဖ ောျား အသ ျားအရ က်မ ောျားက ို သ ျားဖ ောျားစ  သ မ်ျားဆည်ျားပါ / 

တရောမထောျားပါနငှ ။်) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• အစောျားအစောတတ က ို က က်တအောင ် က်ဖပြုံတ်ပါ။ (သင တ်င လ် ိုတလောက်တသော အပူ   ေ၊် 

ကကောဖမင  ်  ေက် ို အသ ိုျားဖပြုံပပ ျား   က်ဖပြုံတ်ပါ။ 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• သင် တင် တသောအပူ   ေတ် င ်သ မ်ျားဆည်ျားပါ။ (အစောျားအစောမ ောျားက ို 

အမ  ြုံျားအစောျားအလ ိုက် သင တ်င မ် တတသော အပူ   ေတ် င ်သ မ်ျားဆည်ျားထောျားပါ။ 

ဘတ်တ ျားရ ျားယောျားပ ိုျားမ ောျား တပါက်ပ ောျားတက်တသောတကကောင် ဖြစ်သည်။) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• သေ်  ရှငျ်ားတသောတရေ   လတ်ဆတ်တ  ကိုေက်ကမ်ျား ပစစည်ျားတတ က ိုပ  အသ ိုျားဖပြုံပါ။ 

(သေ်  ရှငျ်ားတသောတရက ို ဥပမော၊ အစ မ်ျားစောျားမည ် သစ်သ ျားဝလ မ ောျားက ို တဆျားတကကောရောတ င ်

အသ ိုျားဖပြုံသင ပ်ါတယ်။) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 
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II. တစ်ပုိငတ်စ်နိငုထ်တောငသ်မူ ော်းအော်း ထငသွော်း သို ့် ထြ ်းထငအွထ ောကအ်ပ ့်ဆိုငရ်ော 

4. အရငက် စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားစောျားရ တ်တ  ျားတင  တ  ျားြူျားပါသလောျား။ တ  ျားြူျားပါက, ဘောအတ က်လ ? [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• ဓောတ်တဖမကသဇောမ ောျား ဝယ်ယူရေ ်(ကသဂ ေစ် သ ို   ဓောတို)  

• မ  ြုံျားတစ မ ောျားဝယ်ယူရေ ်  

• ပ ိုျားသတ်တဆျား/ တပါငျ်ားသတ်တဆျားမ ောျား ဝယ်ယူရေ ်(ကသဂ ေစ် သ ို   ဓောတို)  

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

5. အကယ်၍ တ  ျား   ပါက မည်သည် တေရော/အြ  ွေ့ထ မှ တ  ျား   ပါသလ ?   

• စ ိုက်ဘဏ်  

• သမအသငျ်ား  

• မဖမတမအြ  ွေ့ (Pact Global Microfinance Fund (PGMF))  

• စထောပါေော အြ  ွေ့ (Sathapana Limited)  

• အယ်အ ိုအယ်စ  ဖမေမ်ောမ ိုက် ရ ိုြ ိုငျ်ားေေ်  စ် (LOLC Myanmar Micro-Finance)  

• အရပ်ထ ရှ  တင တ  ျားသူထ မှ  

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

6. အကယ်၍ တ  ျားယူ   ပါက ဘယ်တလောက်တ  ျား   ပါသလ ။ တစ်နစှ်က ို 

အတ ိုျားနှုေျ်ားဘယ်တလောက်ေ  လ ။ 

[open answer) 

7. လ ေ ်  တသော ၁၂ လအတ ငျ်ား (သငအ်ပါအဝင)် အ မ်ရှ မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားမှ 

တ  ျားတင ဖပေမ်ဆပ်န ိုငတ်ောမ  ြုံျား ကက ြုံ   ြူျားလောျား?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

If yes, go to 7.1 

7.1 အကယ်၍ ရှ    ပါက, ဖပေဆ်ပ်   ေ ်မှော ဘယ်လ ို အ က်အ  တတ  ရှ    ပပ ျား 

ဘယ်လ ိုတဖြရှငျ်ား   ပါသလ ? 

[Open answer] 

8. အ ိုလောမယ် စ ိုက်ရောသ အတ က် တ  ျားတင ယူြ ို   အစ အစဉ်ရှ ပါသလောျား? [1 = yes 0 = no] 

9.  ို   ေမ်ှော တင တ  ျားြ ို   အ က်အ  /ဖပဿေောတစ်စ ိုတစ်ရော ရှ ပါသလောျား? ရှ ပါက 

ဘောတကကောင် လ ? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

• အရငအ်တ ကျားက ို အရငဖ်ပေဆ်ပ်ရဦျားမယ်။ If yes, multiple 
choice 

• COVID-19 တကကောင်  တင တ  ျားတ  အြ  ွေ့တတ  လိုပ်ငေျ်ားလည်ပတ်တေသလောျား/ပ တ်ထောျားလောျား 

မတသ  ောလ ို  ။ 

 

• အတပါငပ်စစည်ျားလ ိုအပ်လ ို   မတ  ျားန ိုင။် (ဥပမော။ ။ ပ ိုစ  ၇ မရှ လ ို  )  

• အတ ိုျားမတပျားန ိုငလ် ို  / အတ ိုျားနှုေျ်ားအရမ်ျားမ ောျားလ ို    

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ) [Open answer] 
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III. ထစ ်းကွကြ် ိတဆ်က်ခြင််းနငှ့်် စိုက်ပ ိြု်း တုလ်ပ်ုမှု တိ်ုးတက်ထစရန် အထ ောကအ်ကူခပြုခြင််းဆိငုရ်ော 

10. (ယ ငစ် ိုက်ရောသ မှ) စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားသ ျားနှ တတ က ို အ ို   ေတ်စ ျားမှော တရောငျ်ားလ ို  ရလောျား? 

တရောငျ်ားလ ို  မရပါက, ဘောတကကောင် လ ?  (ဆ ိုလ ိုသည်မှော သ ျားနှ ထိုတ်ကိုေတ်တ တရောငျ်ား  တောေ   

ပတ်သတ်ပပ ျား ဘောအ က်အ  တတ  ကက ြုံတတ တေရလ ?)  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

 

[multiple choice] 

• တစ ျား/ စောျားတသောက်ဆ ိုငတ်တ  ပတ်ထောျားလ ို    

• စောျားသ ိုျားသူတတ ရ   ဝယ်လ ိုအောျားက လောလ ို    

• လက်ကောျားတရောငျ်ားလ ို  မရတတော လ ို   (ပ  ရ ိုတတ က မဝယ်တတော ဘူျား။)  

• သ ျားနှ တတ က တရောငျ်ားလ ို  ပပ ျားသ ောျားပပ မ ို  လ ို    

• သယ်ပ ို  တ  ယောဉ်တတ မရှ လ ို    

• ကိုေက်ူျားသေျ်ားသ ောျားလော  င် မတပျားလ ို    

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

11. သင/်သင၏်မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားက စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားသ ငျ်ားအောျားစို/သ ျားနှ ထ က်ကိုေက် ို 

ြိုေျ်ားအသ ိုျားဖပြုံပပ ျား တရောငျ်ား/ဝယ်   ြူျားပါသလောျား။ (ြိုေျ်ားတ ေါ်၍ သ ို   sms ပ ို  ၍) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

12. သင/်သင၏်မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားက စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားသ ငျ်ားအောျားစို/သ ျားနှ ထ က်ကိုေက် ို 

အ ေလ် ိုငျ်ားအသ ိုျားဖပြုံပပ ျား တရောငျ်ား/ဝယ်   ြူျားပါသလောျား။ (Viber/messengers/App 

စသည် တ ို  သ ိုျား၍) 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

13. သင/်သင၏်မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားက စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားသ ငျ်ားအောျားစို/ 

သ ျားနှ ထ က်ကိုေတ်ရောငျ်ားရတင က ို ဘဏအ်သ ိုျားဖပြုံ၍ တင လွှ    /တင လက်      ြူျားပါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no, 2 = 
I don’t have bank 
account] 

14. သင/်သင၏်မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားက စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားသ ငျ်ားအောျားစို/ 

သ ျားနှ ထ က်ကိုေတ်ရောငျ်ားရတင က ို မ ိုဘ ိုငျ်ားတင တပျားတ  မှုအသ ိုျားဖပြုံ၍ တင တပျား   /တင လက်      

ြူျားပါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

15. သင် မ သောျားစို ပ ိုငဆ် ိုငထ်ောျား/ အသ ိုျားဖပြုံတေသည်  စိုစိုတပါငျ်ားစ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတဖမ 

(ပ ိုငဆ် ိုင/်ငေှာျားရမ်ျား/အသ ိုျားဖပြုံ) အက ယ်အဝေျ်ားက ို တြော်ဖပပါ။ [ဧကဖြင် ဖပရေ]် 

(တဖမပ ိုငဆ် ိုငမ်ှုမရှ ပါက - သိုညဟိုဖြည် ပါ။) 

 [    ] acres 

16. လောမယ် မ ိုျားမှော ဘောတတ စ ိုက်ြ ို   ဖပငဆ်ငထ်ောျားလ ? [multiple choice] [1 = yes 0 = no] 

• စပါျား  

• ပ အမ  ြုံျားမ  ြုံျား (green gram, pigeon peas, chickpeas, lentils, cowpeas etc.)  

• ဆ ထ က်သ ျားနှ  (sesame, groundnuts)  

• မ ျားြ ိုတ  ောငသ် ိုျား ဟငျ်ားရ က်သ ျားနှ မ ောျား (easily perishable crops)  

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

17. လောမယ် မ ိုျားတ ငျ်ား စ ိုက်ရောသ မှော စ ိုက်ြ ို  ဖပငဆ်ငထ်ောျားတ   သ ျားနှ တတ စ ိုက်ြ ို   

အ က်အ  တတ ရှ လောျား? (ပ  ြုံျားတထောငတ်ောကတေ တရောငျ်ား  တ  အတ ငျ်ား) အကယ်၍ 

အ က်အ  ရှ တယ်ဆ ိုရင ်ဘောတတ လ ?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

[multiple choice] 

• စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားသ ငျ်ားအောျားစိုတတ ဝယ်ြ ို   မတတ်န ိုငလ် ို   (seeds/fertilizers)   

• တစ ျားက က်ထ မှော သ ငျ်ားအောျားစိုတတ  မရန ိုငတ်တော လ ို   (/not easy to get inputs)   
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• ဖပည်ပတစ ျားက က် (Export market) ကမတသ  ောတတော လ ို    

• သ ငျ်ား-ထိုတ် တစ ျားက က်   တ်ဆက်မှုတတ  ပ က်ကိုေလ် ို   (Input-output market linkages 

were broken) 

 

•  ါတ ိုငျ်ားထက် တစ ျားက လောန ိုငလ် ို    

• စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားြ ို   က ရ ယောတတ ၊ တရသ ယ်/တရတပျားြ ို  စေစ်တတ  လ ိုအပ်တေလ ို    

• ဖပည်တ ငျ်ားဝယ်လ ိုအောျားမရှ /က လောလ ို    

• သ ျားနှ ထ က်လောပပ ျားမှ မတရောငျ်ားရတတော မှောက ို စ တ်ပူလ ို    

• COVID-19 တကကောင်  ကိုေက်ူျားသေျ်ားသ ောျားလောတရျားတတ  မတသ  ောတတော လ ို    

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

 

IV. ထခပောင််းလဲလောထသောအထခြအထနနဲ ့် လိကု်ထလ ောညီထ ခွြစ်ထအောငထ်န ိငုန်ိငုစ်ွမ််း 

 

18. လ ေ ်  တသော ၁၂လ အတ ငျ်ား အ မ်တထောငစ်ို၏ ဝငတ်င အရငျ်ားအဖမစ်က ဘောဖြစ်ပါသလ ?  [1 = yes 0 = no] 

[multiple choice] 

• စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျား တမ ျားဖမ တရျားနငှ  ်ငါျားလိုပ်ငေျ်ား  

• မ သောျားစိုစ ျားပ ောျားတရျားလိုပ်ငေျ်ား (စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားလိုပ်ငေျ်ားမှလ  ၍)  

• အစ ိုျားရဝေထ်မ်ျားလစောနငှ  ်လိုပ်အောျား   

• ပိုဂဂလ ကဝေထ်မ်ျားလစောနငှ  ်လိုပ်အောျား   

• လူမှုြူလ ိုတရျားအတထောက်အပ  မ ောျား  

• န ိုငင် ရပ်ဖ ောျားတ ငအ်လိုပ်လိုပ်တေသော မ သောျားစိုတစ်ဦျားဦျားမှ တင လွှ ဖ ငျ်ား  

• အဖ ောျား (အတသျားစ တ်တြေ်ာဖပတပျားပါ)  

19. အထက်တြော်ဖပပါအ  က်ထ က ဘယ်အရောက အ မ်တထောငစ်ို၏ 

အဓ ကဝငတ်င အရငျ်ားအဖမစ် ဖြစ်ပါသလ ? (အမ ောျားဆ ိုျား ၂  ိုတရ ျား  ယ်ပါ။) 

[open answer] 

 

V. စော်းနပ်ရိကခောြူလ ုမှု 

 

20. တယဘိုယ အောျားဖြင်  မ သောျားစိုလယ်/ယောကထ က်တ   (စပါျား/ဟငျ်ားသ ျားဟငျ်ားရ က်/ပ အမ  ြုံျားမ  ြုံျား၊ 

ဆ ၊ အသောျား) မ သောျားစိုစောျားြ ို   လ ိုတလောက်ပါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

21. (မ သောျားစိုလယ်/ယောက ထ က်တောက ိုြယ်လ ိုက်ပပ ျား) လ ိုအပ်တ   အစောျားအစောဝယ်ယူြ ို   

ဝငတ်င ရ   ရော  ိုငန်ှုေျ်ားဘယ်တလောက်က ို သ ိုျားစ  ရပါသလ ?  (တစ်ပတ်စော သ ို   တစ်လစော 

ပ မ်ျားမ တ က်ကကည် ရေတ်ဖပောပါ။)  

[%] 

22. လ ေ ်  တသော  ိုနစှ်ရက်အတ ငျ်ား သငရဲ် ့်မိသော်းစုဝငမ် ော်းအတကွ ်

အစောျားအတသောက်မလ ိုတလောက်မှု ကက ြုံတတ ွေ့    ရပါသလောျား?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

23. လ ေ ်  တသော  ိုနစှ်ရက်အတ ငျ်ား သငရဲ် ့် ထက ်းရွောအတငွ််းရိှ အမ်ိထ ောငစု်တစ်စုစုမှော 

အစောျားအတသောက်မလ ိုတလောက်မှု ကက ြုံတတ ွေ့    ရတောက ို သ ပါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

If yes, ask Q.24 

24. အကယ်၍သ ပါက  ေ်  မှေျ်ားတဖ  အ မ်တထောငစ်ိုဘယ်နစှ်စိုတလောက်ရှ လ ? [number] 
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VI. လူမှုြူလ ိုတရျားအတထောက်အပ    

 

25. သင် မ သောျားစိုဝငတ်စ်ဦျားဦျားမှ လ ေ ်  တသော ၁၂လအတ ငျ်ား 

လူမှုြူလ ိုတရျားအတထောက်အပ  မ ောျားအဖြစ် (အစောျားအစော၊ တထောက်ပ  တင ၊ 

တမ ျားဖမ ရေတ်ပျားတသောတ ရ စဆောေမ် ောျား၊ သမဝါယမလူမှုြူလ ိုတရျား၊ ပငစ်င ်စသည်ဖြင )် စုစုထပါင််း 

မည်မ ရ   ပါသလ ? (က ပ်တင ဖြင် ဖပရေ)်  

[monetary 
value in local 
currency] 

If not received 
at all, fill zero.  

26. လောမယ်  ၁ လ-၃ လတောကောလအတ ငျ်ားမှော သင့််အထနနဲ ့် (အစောျားအစော/ 

တင သောျားအတထောက်အပ  ၊ တမ ျားဖမ ြ ို  တ ရ စဆောေအ်တထောက်အပ  ၊ 

အတရျားတပေါ် စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားအတထောက်အပ   စသဖြင်  လ ိုအပ်လောန ိုငပ်ါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

27. လ ိုအပ်လောန ိုငရ်င ်ဘောလ ိုအပ်လ ? ဘောတကကောင် လ ? (please repeat above types of 

assistance, if required) 

[open answer] 

28. လောမယ်  ၁ လ-၃ လတောကောလအတ ငျ်ားမှော သင့််ထက ်းရွော ကဲ တစ်စ ုတစ်ထ ောကက် 

(အစောျားအစော/ တင သောျားအတထောက်အပ  ၊ တမ ျားဖမ ြ ို  တ ရ စဆောေအ်တထောက်အပ  ၊ 

အတရျားတပေါ် စ ိုက်ပ  ြုံျားတရျားအတထောက်အပ   စသဖြင်  လ ိုအပ်လောန ိုငပ်ါသလောျား?  

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

If yes, estimate 
how many HH? 

29. အကယ်၍လ ိုအပ်လောန ိုငပ်ါက  ေ်  မှေျ်ားတဖ  အ မ်တထောငစ်ိုဘယ်နစှ်စိုတလောက်ရှ လ ? [number] 

 
 
 
 

VII. ပါဝငထ်ခြဆိသုတူို ့်၏ အကက ခပြုြ ကမ် ော်း 

 

30. ဖ  ြုံကကည် လ ိုက်ရင ်သင် ရ  လူမှုအသ ိုက်အဝ ိုငျ်ားက ို COVID-19 တရောဂါရ   ထ   ိုက်မှု 

ဘယ်တလောက်ရှ န ိုငလ် ? (0 – ထ   ိုက်မှုလ ိုျားဝမရှ , 10 – အဖပငျ်ားထေဆ် ိုျားထ   ိုက်မှုရှ )  

[ score 1 to 10] 

31. ထ   ိုက်မှုက ို ရငဆ် ိုငတ်ဖြရှငျ်ားရောမှော အစ ိုျားရ/ သက်ဆ ိုငတ်  အြ  ွေ့အစည်ျားတတ က ို 

တများ  ငတ်  တများ  ေျ်ား/ တပျား  ငတ်  အကက  ရှ လောျား? 

[open answer] 

32. အကယ်၍ “မ ျားြ ိုတ  ောင/်အ မ်တေောက်တြျားစ ိုက် ငျ်ား စ မ   က်” မ  ြုံျားရှ    မယ်ဆ ိုရင ်

ဝငတ်င ေည်ျားလောတောက ို ကိုစောျားတပျားြ ို  / ထ   ိုက်မှု  န ိုငစ် မ်ျား ဖမင် လောတစြ ို   

အကူအည ဖြစ်တစန ိုငပ်ါသလောျား? 

[1 = yes 0 = no] 

 

33. တများ  ေျ်ား ၃၂ ၏ တေောက်ဆက်တ  တများ  ေျ်ား၊ ဘောတကကောင် ဖြစ်န ိုငတ်ောလ ။ သ ို  မဟိုတ် 

ဘောတကကောင် မဖြစ်န ိုငတ်ောလ ? 

[open answer] 

တအောက်ပါတများ  ေျ်ားတ ို  မှော “ဖမစ်ဝကျွေျ်ားတပေါ်တဒသနငှ် အဓ က” သက်ဆ ိုငပ်ါသည်။  

1. အကယ်၍သ ပါက ငါျားပိုစ ေဂ်ဏောေျ်ား ြမ်ျားသူ/တမ ျားသူ/လိုပ်ငေျ်ားလိုပ်သူတတ ရ  ဘဝတတ က ို 

COVID-19 က ဘယ်တလောက်ထ   ိုက်တစန ိုငလ် ။ (0 – ထ   ိုက်မှုလ ိုျားဝမရှ , 10 – 

အဖပငျ်ားထေဆ် ိုျားထ   ိုက်မှုရှ ) 

[ score 1 to 10] 

မသ ပါက 

တက ော်လ ိုက်ပါ။ 
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2. ထ   ိုက်မှုရှ တယ်ဆ ိုရင ်ဘယ်လ ိုမ  ြုံျားထ   ိုက်တစန ိုငလ် ။ (ဥပမော။ စောျားသ ိုျားသူဝယ်လ ိုအောျား 

တဖပောငျ်ားလ သ ောျားတောလောျား၊ တစ ျားက က်မရှ တတော တော၊ တစ ျားက လောတောလောျား၊ 

သယ်ယူပ ို  တဆောငတ်ရျား က်တေတောလောျား၊ အလိုပ်ဖပြုံတ်တောလောျား၊ 

အလိုပ်အက ိုငအ်  င် အလမ်ျားေည်ျားလောတောလောျား၊ စောျားေပ်ရ ကခောြူလ ိုမှုက ို 

ထ   ိုက်တစတောလောျား၊ အဖ ောျားအရောမ ောျားတကောရှ လောျား။ သ ပါရတစ။  

[open answer] 

မသ ပါက 

တက ော်လ ိုက်ပါ။ 

 
 

VIII. အမ်ိထ ောငစ်ုအထကကောင််းအရော 

 

34. အ မ်တထောငဦ်ျားစ ျား၏ လ င ်(၁။ က ောျား/ ၂။ မ) [အမှေတ်ကယ်ဆ ိုျားဖြတ်ဦျားတဆောငသူ်က ိုသော 

ထည် ရေ]် 

[1 = male  2 = female] 

35. အ မ်တထောငစ်ိုရှ  လူဦျားတရစိုစိုတပါငျ်ား (လူကက ျား နငှ က်တလျားအောျားလ ိုျားတပါငျ်ား) [number] 

36. အလိုပ်လိုပ်န ိုငတ်သော လူဦျားတရစိုစိုတပါငျ်ား  (အသက် ၁၄ နစှ် နငှ  ်၆၅ နစှ်ကကောျား) [number] 

37. အငတ်ောဗ  ျားသူ၏ အမည်  [open answer] 

38. ရ ောအမည်/ အ မ်တထောငစ်ိုတပါငျ်ား/ လူဦျားတရစိုစိုတပါငျ်ား [open answer] 

38.1 အ မ်တထောငစ်ိုတပါငျ်ား [open answer] 

38.2 လူဦျားတရစိုစိုတပါငျ်ား [open answer] 

39. ပမ ြုံွေ့ေယ်အမည် [open answer] 

 

စစ်တမ််းပပီ်းပါပပီ။ 

 

တများဖမေျ်ားမှုပပ ျားတဖမောက်သ ောျားပါပပ ။ ပါဝငတ်ဖြဆ ိုသမူ ောျားက ို တက ျားဇူျားတငစ်ကောျား တဖပောပါ။ အငတ်ောဗ  ျားသူမ ောျားက ို 

သူတ ို  ရ ော/ အေ ျားရှ ရ ောမှ တေောက်ထပ်ပါဝငတ်ဖြဆ ိုန ိုငမ်ည်  ၄ငျ်ားတ ို  အသ မ တ်တဆ တ ို  ၏ ြိုေျ်ားေ ပါတ်မ ောျားရရေ ်

တများဖမေျ်ားပါ။  

 
 


